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About This Game

Summary

Save the Ninja Clan is a platformer for casual players as well as speed runners. There are two ways to play this game: play
through the normal story mode or find secrets/"bugs" in the game to annoy the Game Manager watching.

Story

An evil ninja kidnapped your friends. You must collect scrolls in order to find your friends and save them. You will play as
different ninjas as the journey progresses. Each ninja has a different ability: Green ninja has a double jump, Purple Ninja has a

sprint, and the Grey Ninja has a dash (with temporary invincibility).
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Alternate Story

You can annoy the "Game Manager" by finding secrets/"bugs" in the game. Eventually he will get tired of you breaking the
current level and send you off to the next one.

-Gamepad/Controller Highly Recommended-

Features

30 Unique Levels.

Secrets/Bugs in all non boss levels.

3 Ninja types with different abilities.

3 Boss Fights.

Game too hard or too easy? Adjust the game speed.

You can unlock knife modifications.

Many stats are tracked.

Replays that show previous attempts.

Secret ending which unlocks something secret.
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Title: Save the Ninja Clan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Willz
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017
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 This is the most horrifying and entertaining thriller i played so far.
10/10 . A bit of a underrated gem, Worms Ultimate Mayhem came in and out of the spotlight rather quietly. It merged together
"Worms 3D" and "Worms 4 Mayhem", two games previously released in 2004 and 2005 (Respectively). All though the game is
the same old story, the whole thing still feels fresh as when it first cames out. While the game can tend to grow fairly tedious
when played by one person, if you huddle up a couple friends around the computer and break out the snacks you're bound to
have a good time.

Much like its predecessors, the game takes on a humourous combat style type game on unique little landscapes. Using comedic
weapons that'd you expect to see in a cartoon, you battle your way to defeat all the opposing worms. It's mindless, but at the
same time fun. The game can be fairly difficult in some of the challenges, but it feels just right.

My only real complaint with the game is the lack of being able to easily create / import other maps. All this game needs is a
level editor and perhaps a few more character creation options and it would be amazing. None the less, a truly great game..
Thought it could be a fun short trippy adventure. Witnessed a poorly executed game with barely playable mechanics. Its a great
game love it!. Just used the map editor to make a small gauntlet of nebulae, pirates, and lag. 10\/10.
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Release date for this game is 2007, so I will try to be somewhat forgiving. I recommend it, but not for the full price, since the
game is so old. Wait until it is on sale, or included in a bundle.

The developers were obviously attempting to be silly, with the corny story line. I actually didn't mind the starving hero,
ridiculous French villain, or the henchman who refers to himself in the third person.

What bummed me out was the hidden object scenes themselves. The scenes consist of random objects stuck all over
backgrounds that have nothing to do with the story line. Looking for a diving flipper? Why yes, there it is, affixed to the ceiling
in what looks like an Egyptian temple... Makes perfect sense! Unfortunately, such hidden object scenes are pretty typical of the
genre ten years ago. We've come a long way since then, thank goodness!

Be glad that the game is relatively cheap (particularly when on sale), and it does go by quickly. Consider it a retro hidden object
game.. Pog Game but there isnt anything more to do after you have completed everything, so im currently waiting for the season
3 update.. If Super Laser Racer were a pair of sneakers, mine would be worn-out, haggard shreds of leather, and I've enjoyed
wearing them since they were bright, shiny, and sitting in a box with crumpled up packing paper.

SLC invites you to defeat all of it. It offers enough variety in tracks and levels of difficulty that it was fun to revisit until I'd
completed everything.

The game is simple and straight-forward. The controls are relatively decent and you'll never have a tough time figuring out what
your objective is (in case you're wondering: WIN THE RACE ;-).. I've been waiting for this game to come out for almost a
month now. I played it today for almost 6 hours and enjoyed every minute of it. There were a few times that I got lost but it was
just me being a derp. This game sets a very good atmosphere and deeply scares me. Reminds me of Outlast 1 and 2. Also for
Open World there is still a lot of the map I haven't explored yet and that's what I would call a successful open world horror. At
the moment (I do plan to finish this game) I feel like it could use a little more backstory as to who we are but aside from that the
combat is very nice and the music really helps to set a deep dark tone for the entire game. The map and inventory are very easy
to access and use. The one thing I haven't tried to to play with a controller...but switching now would mess me up. Keyboard
controls are simple to get the hang of. I also like how you can look behind you while your running, it keeps the suspense as you
can see the anomaly that's chasing you around every corner.. Great Graphics, Terrific Game Play, Optimization, and Battle
Music. Arguably Best TW ever.. This game is boring and bland... Not worth your hard earned pennies..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. (THIS IS A REVIEW THAT CAN CHANGE DEPENDING ON FUTURE UPDATES AND
DEVELOPMENT)

The game uses an interface control that is not user friendly and rarely uses the mouse at all, relying instead on alt, control key,
backspace, and spacebar. The ship editor puts you into a mining screen instead of an actual ship designer screen similar
reassemble. I have yet to figure out how to return to open space from a planet's orbit.

I couldn't care less about the graphics and sound, it's just the playability that is wonked.

Suggestions: reset feature for tutorial so you can start it over again and a more robust tutorial session. Also fix the ship editor so
you are not dropped into a mining operation.. This is a conditional recommendation.

La Peri is a visually impressive experience, with a small but engaging inteactive component. It's experiencing a new form of
"Art" rather than playing a game. It's very short - about 15 minutes. I'm not sure it's worth the money they are asking for it - get
it on sale if you can; but it is thouroughly enjoyable, and something that should be in your library as a demo for friends to
introduce them to what it feels like to be in VR, in a non-stressfull situation.
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